Learn how to innovate! From initiation to organizational routine

Lecturer Professional Development

Blend your education

The end

Implementing educational innovations in higher education: from initiation to organizational routine

Facilitating professional development of lecturers

Look, this toolkit is really awesome!

Hmm?

> Newsletter # 22

'Blend your education'

I explained that the toolkit is not something extra, but that it helps them further in their current work.

1 month later

Well, at my educational institution, no one really responded enthusiastically to the toolkit. What about you?

At my institution, things are working out.

Oh, really?! How did you do that?

For example, time has been made available in our schedule to discuss and use the toolkit with each other.

Three months later

I received a lot of support from my manager.

She finds this theme very important and encourages the use of the toolkit.

I explained that the toolkit is not something extra, but that it helps them further in their current work.

Yes! I went around the organization myself and actively approached people. That helped a lot.

I involved them in how we can use the toolkit. That motivates a lot.

And I involved them in how we can use the toolkit. That motivates a lot.

I received a lot of support from my manager.

That sounds good! I am going to work on it.

Online Publications

Here I have more tips for you from research.

That sounds good! I am going to work on it.

The 'Blend your education' toolkit has become a great product! I am very proud of our work.

Zone meeting

This will really help our colleagues from education.

And do you have any tips for me personally?

Oh, really?... How did you do that?

At my institution, things are working out.

Well, at my educational institution, no one really responded enthusiastically to the toolkit. What about you?

Three months later

I involved them in how we can use the toolkit. That motivates a lot.

And I involved them in how we can use the toolkit. That motivates a lot.

That sounds good! I am going to work on it.

Yes! I went around the organization myself and actively approached people. That helped a lot.

And I involved them in how we can use the toolkit. That motivates a lot.

For example, time has been made available in our schedule to discuss and use the toolkit with each other.